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Excitation and ionization conditions in traveling ionization zones of high power impulse magnetron 
sputtering plasmas were investigated using fast camera imaging through interference filters.  The 
images, taken in end-on and side on views using light of selected gas and target atom and ion spectral 
lines, suggest that ionization zones are regions of enhanced densities of electrons, and excited atoms 
and ions.  Excited atoms and ions of the target material (Al) are strongly concentrated near the target 
surface.  Images from the highest excitation energies exhibit the most localized regions, suggesting 
localized Ohmic heating consistent with double layer formation.   
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When energy is supplied from external sources to an open system, entropy is reduced and 
dissipative structures can evolve.  This is exemplified by often beautiful patterns in all kinds of biological, 
chemical and physical systems.1  Plasma systems are no exceptions, and pattern formation is generally 
associated with waves and instabilities.  Various types of instabilities have been identified for E× B  
devices such as Hall thrusters,2-6 microwave-generating electron magnetrons,7 and sputtering 
magnetrons.8  Pronounced moving structures have recently been described by several groups when 
sputtering magnetrons are operated with high power pulses, i.e. in the high power impulse magnetron 
sputtering (HiPIMS) mode.9-11  Various suggestions have been made as to the origin of these self-
organized, moving structures.  While the exact nature of the instability and structure formation is still 
subject to research, there is agreement that the patterns are associated with enhanced excitation, 
ionization, and the formation of traveling electric field regions having a component parallel to the target 
surface.9-12   

In this contribution we use high speed spectroscopic imaging to elucidate some features of 
traveling ionization zones.  We extend previous work9-11,13 by combining high temporal resolution (<< 1 
μs) with sufficient spectral resolution ( λ∆  < 10 nm) to obtain images in spectrally selected light specific 
to the neutral atoms and singly charged ions of the gas and the target material.   

In preparation for spectroscopic imaging, optical emission spectra were studied for HiPIMS 
discharges using different targets in argon background of typically 0.5 Pa.  We concluded that aluminum 
is a preferred target material in this context because (a) aluminum shows strong atom and ion spectral 
lines within the sensitivity range of the camera’s photodetector (wavelength from about 290 nm to 
about 810 nm) and (b) those target lines are clearly spectrally separated from the atom and ion lines of 
argon.  Hence, with aluminum one can obtain images using the light of target atoms, target ions, gas 
atoms, or gas ions, depending on the spectral filter used.   

Highly transmitting narrow-band filters were used, whose nominal spectral transmission centers 
were as follows:  394 nm (Al I), 436 nm (Ar II), 480 nm (Ar II), 630 nm (Al II), 694 nm (Ar I), 810 nm (Ar I).  
We use here the spectroscopic notation, e.g. Al I is the neutral Al atom, and Al II is the singly charged Al 
ion.  The details of the filter properties and the strong spectral lines in the transmittance band of each 
filter are given in the supplementary material.  An important point is that the images represent very 
different upper excitation levels, covering the range from 3.14 eV for the 394 nm filter for Al I lines to 
19.5 eV for the 436 nm filter for Ar II lines.  This implies that the images contain information not only on 
atom or ion densities but also on the excitation conditions.  We will come back to this point when 
looking at the results. 

The experimental details of the discharge system and imaging setup are similar to our previous 
reports without filters11,14 and shown in part 1 of the supplementary material.15  HiPIMS pulses were 
produced using a commercial pulser (SIPP by Melec GmbH).  Most pulses were driven by a voltage of 
550 V, with the pulse length and repetition rate set to 50 μs and 100 pulses per second, respectively.  
The current pulse shape was triangular which indicates that the discharge had not yet reached its 
steady-state level.16  This implies that different current levels are imaged when the camera was 
triggered at different times within the pulse: later times mean higher currents.   

The target had a diameter of 76 mm (3 inch) and a thickness of 6.2 mm (1/4 inch).  The 
magnetron was unbalanced.  The target was magnetically clamped and the grounded anode ring was 
flush with the target; these details are important since they allowed us to have an unobstructed side-on 
view.  Two views were recorded: (a) a straight “end-on” view at the target disk, and (b) a glancing angle 
side-on view.   
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The images were taken with a Princeton Instruments “PI-MAX 1024” camera equipped with a 
microchannel plate image amplifier.  The exposure time was always 150 ns, which was short enough to 
avoid blurring by the motion of the ionization zone.11  The intensities are presented in false color using 
the color scale “royal” of the image processing software ImageJ.17   

Unfortunately, the camera can only take one image at a time, and therefore the individual 
images shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are taken from different HiPIMS pulses.  While the general character of 
the images is very similar from pulse to pulse, details like the number, location, and size of ionization 
zones and plasma flares vary.  It would have been desirable to simultaneously take images in different 
spectral lights from the same emitting plasma. 

The recorded brightness is not only a function of the discharge conditions but also depends on 
the lens aperture, the gain settings of the image amplifier, and the spectral sensitivity of the photon 
detector.  Furthermore, the selection of the false-color look-up table “royal” amplifies the contrast.  
Therefore, one should be cautious when comparing apparent light intensity and contrast of different 
images.  

The rows are sorted by the upper level of the electronic transition.  Aluminum neutrals are 
standing out because the upper level is only 3.14 eV, with the excitation starting from the ground state.  
This is in stark contrast to all other transitions, where the upper level is higher than 13 eV.  Therefore, 
neutral aluminum emission is dominated by excitation by low-energy, thermalized electrons, whereas 
the other transitions are indicative for more energetic electrons, either from the tail of the Maxwellian 
part of the energy distribution, or from secondary electrons.   

As one may have anticipated, images using light from different species and excitation levels 
have quite different appearances.  The top rows of Figs. 1 and 2 contain images taken without spectral 
filter, i.e. light is integrated over the spectral range of the camera.  The next row in each figure shows 
light from neutral aluminum atoms.  In end-on view, Fig. 1 row (b), light emission shows structure and is 
spatially widely distributed, while in side-on view, Fig. 2 row (b), the emission is practically limited to the 
region no more than 3 mm from the target.  The next row, taken with a filter transmitting light around 
810 nm, shows light from neutral argon, which is also widely distributed.  In contrast, the light emitted 
by aluminum ions (630 nm filter) and argon ions (480 nm and 436 nm filters) exhibits strong localization 
in ionization zones (Fig. 1), and ejection of plasma jets or flares (Fig. 2).  The perhaps most important 
observation is that ionization zones appear much sharper in the light of ions, and especially when 
considering levels of high excitation energy.  This clearly indicates that (a) those zones are the essential 
regions of concentrated ionization, and (b) the electron energy is locally high, i.e. these zones are 
regions of energy dissipation. 

The total line intensity of light of wavelength ulλ  emitted per solid angle from atoms in an 

optically thin plasma of thickness D  is proportional to the number density un  of atoms excited in the 

upper energy level uE  and the rate of spontaneous decay from the upper level u to the lower level l, as 

described by the Einstein coefficient ulA , 
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where ulhν  is the photon energy associated with the wavelength.  The density of excited states is 
generally described by a collisional-radiative model since the local thermal equilibrium model (dense 
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plasma) or corona model (low density plasma) may not be applicable.  Assuming that most atoms are in 
the ground state of density 0n  , the rate of producing excited atoms can be expressed by   

 0 0
u

u e
excitation

n K n n
t

∂  = ∂ 
  (2) 

where  

 ( ) ( )1 2
0 0u e uK f dε ε σ ε ε= ∫   (3) 

is the rate of excitation, ( )ef ε  is the electron energy distribution function, and ( )0uσ ε  is the 

excitation cross section.  Those expressions capture the essence to be discussed: the intensity of light 
from atoms is proportional to the density of atoms, the density of electrons, and determined by the 
electron energy distribution in relation to the specifics of the atomic properties.  Therefore one cannot 
infer on only the density of atoms or only on the electron temperature in an isolated manner, rather, 
the images contain a convolution of information.   

Considerations for ions are analogous, though ions need to be produced in the first place (first 
ionization energies for Al and Ar are 5.99 eV and 15.76 eV, respectively).  Ionization followed by 
excitation amplifies the fact that the ionization zones are regions of greatest energy dissipation.   

A beautiful illustration of the role of excitation by electron impact is shown in Fig. 2, top row, 
image taken at 42 μs, 100 A (an enlarged detail of which is available as Supplementary Material).  Bright 
arches must be caused by excitation by magnetized electrons since an arched formation of ground-state 
neutrals or ions is unreasonable. 

In previous work11,12 it was proposed that ionization zones have increased “stopping power” for 
high energy electrons because electrons are more likely to interact with atoms, ions, and other electrons 
when the density of those particles is high.  When interacting, energy is transferred from hot electrons, 
providing a positive feedback to cause even more ionization at that location.  However, in very recent 
work by Hou et al.18 it was shown that heating by secondary electrons is not the dominant mechanism of 
power dissipation in magnetrons.  Rather, plasma electrons are predominantly “energized” by Ohmic 
heating in the magnetic presheath, where the electron cross-field current density is high and the electric 
potential gradient is still large.  Applying this finding to the interpretation of images in Figs. 1 and 2 
suggests that power dissipation is concentrated in ionization zones, with a power density of Ohmic 
heating 

 IZ IZ IZp j V L= ∆ ∆  , (4) 

where IZj , IZV∆  and L∆  are the current density, the voltage drop, and the thickness of an ionization 
zone.  The local current density can be substantially larger than the discharge current density due to 
closed drift of electrons.  Although locally resolved measurements by Lundin and coworkers19 excluded 
the interesting region very close to the target one may extrapolate their data and find that the 
azimuthal current exceeds the discharge current I  by one order of magnitude, or more.  One can 
certainly write IZ IZj I A> , where IZA  is a characteristic cross section area of the ionization zone.  

From images one can determine 4 210 mIZA −< , leading to 6 210 A/mIZj > .  Probe measurements, 
formation of plasma flares in z-direction, and azimuthally asymmetric particle ejection suggest that each 
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zone is associated with a traveling double layer, where the layers’ potential drop parallel to the target is 
at least 10 V and the thickness is of order 10-3 m.  This leads to a high power density of 10 310 W/mIZp >

, and likely 11 310 W/mIZp > .  Additional local Ohmic heating, of roughly the same order of magnitude, 
is caused by electrons experiencing a potential drop in the z-direction,18 i.e. when escaping the closed 
drift and forming plasma flares.14 

In summary, spectroscopic images of short exposure times showed that (i) emission from metal 
atoms of low excitation energy appears in more-or-less periodically structured zones spreading broadly 
across the racetrack, (ii) emission from increasingly higher energy levels, especially from ions, is 
concentrated in ionization zones, (iii) emission from target atoms and ions is primarily from a region less 
than 3 mm from the target surface, whereas emission from gas atoms and ions is much more 
distributed, with the greatest emission far from the target region coming from argon ions.  The 
observations are compatible with the concept that each ionization zone has a double layer responsible 
for plasma flare formation, asymmetric particle emission, and localized Ohmic heating.  Ionization zones 
are driven by an ionization instability; they represent self-organized dissipative structures typical for 
open systems.  
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1  Compilation of end-on views with parameters as indicated.  Each image was taken with 150 ns 
exposure from a different HiPIMS pulse.  Top row: spectrally integrated images with aperture 
4.0, and below taken through interference filters and using aperture 2.0.  Details of interference 
filters and the spectroscopic data of the lines are compiled in the Supplementary Material.15  
The feature near the top left corner of some images is a reflection from the window’s shutter.  
The scale shown applies to all images. 

Fig. 2  Compilation of side-on views with parameters as indicated.  Images in the first column, 22 μs into 
the pulse, at 25 A, were taken with aperture 2.0, while all the others were taken with aperture 
8.  The images of the last column are again at 100 A but with falling current, just a couple of 
microseconds after the voltage pulse was switched off.  The scale shown applies to all images.  
An enlarged detail of the image at 100 A, using spectrally integrated light, is provided in the 
Supplementary Material.15  
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Figure 1  
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Figure 2 
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Supplementary material, part 1.   

Experimental setup for end-on and side-on imaging of the magnetron working in HiPIMS mode. 
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Supplementary material part 2:    

Wavelength and spectroscopic information on the spectral lines used (filter data from manufacturer’s 
specifications and spectral information from the NIST atomic data tables). 

 

filter’s 
nominal 
wave-
length 
(nm) 

filter’s 
lower and 
upper 
wavelength 
(nm) 

filter’s 
trans-
mission 

species wave-
lengths 
(nm) 

upper 
level 
(eV) 

lower 
level (eV) 

Aul 

(s-1) 
comment 

394 389-399 >85% Al I 394.40 3.1427 0.0000 4.93 x 107 very strong 
   Al I 396.15 3.1427 0.0139 9.8 x 107 very strong 
         
436 431-441 >85% Ar II 433.12 19.6103 16.7485 5.74 x 107  
   Ar II 433.20 19.3054 16.4441 1.92 x 107  
   Ar II 433.71 24.2844 21.4265 3.4 x 107  
   Ar II 434.81 19.4945 16.6439 1.17 x 108 strong 
   Ar II 435.22 19.3054 16.4574 2.12 x 107  
   Ar II 436.21 21.4981 18.6565 5.5 x 106  
   Ar II 437.08 21.4924 18.6565 6.6 x 107  
   Ar II 437.13 19.2611 16.4256 2.21 x 107  
   Ar II 437.60 19.9726 17.1400 2.5 x 107  
   Ar II 437.97 19.6426 16.8125 1.00 x 108 strong 
   Ar II 438.38 19.9675 17.1400 1.1 x 106  
   Ar II 440.01 19.2611 16.4441 1.06 x 107  
   Ar II 440.10 19.2229 16.4065 3.04 x 107  
         
480 475-485 >85% Ar II 476.486 19.8671 17.2658 6.4 x 107  
   Ar II 480.602 19.2229 16.6438 7.80 x 107 dominant 
   Ar II 484.781 19.3056 16.7485 8.49 x 107  
         
630 620-640 > 90% Al II 622.62 15.0621 13.0714 6.2 x 107  
   Al II 623.17 15.0621 13.0731 8.4 x 107  
   Al II 624.34 15.0620 13.0767 1.1 x 108  
   Al II 633.57 15.6058 13.6494 1.4 x 107  
         
694 689-699 >85% Ar I 693.766 14.6936 12.9070 3.08 x 106  
   Ar I 696.5430 13.3278 11.5484 6.39 x 106 dominant 
         
810 805-815 >50% Ar I 810.3686 13.1532 11.6235 2.5 x 107  
   Ar I 811.5311 13.0757 11.5484 3.31 x 107  
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Supplementary material part 3. 

Enlarged detail of an image taken with spectrally integrated light at 100 A discharge current.  Since 
neither atoms nor ions tend to arrange in arches, the arches seen are indicative for the role of excitation 
by magnetized energetic electrons.   
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